DataStreams Corp. is a data company which provides data integration and quality management solutions.

Established in 2001, the company specializes in batch processing and data integration, and has developed TeraStream, an extract, transform, load (ETL) product. In 2007, DataStreams ranked first in the ETL market as more financial institutions started using TeraStream for database management.

DataStreams has also developed real-time and near real-time data integration technology, data governance technology, distributed memory and file processing technology, and a platform for big data analysis. As of recent, the company has been putting more focus on Amazon Web Service to enhance its cloud service capabilities.

Also, DataStreams’ integrated big data platform, TeraONE, quickly integrates data stored in various data sources such as RDBMS and Hadoop, and minimizes the initial integration cost by linking it to open sources like R and Phyton. Furthermore, the data governance system based on metadata enables high-quality big data analysis as well as development through a user-friendly GUI environment.